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SAFEGUARDS APLICATION IN TRANSFER OF NUCLEAR
FUEL OF THE RESEARCH REACTOR IAN R-l
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In Colombia the application of safeguards is consecrated in the Law 47 of 1982,
which establish that the nuclear materials subjected to safeguards, only could
transfered out of Colombia, if they are return to the State that gave them at first;
and if this happen, it will be necessary that the country notifies to the
International Organism of Atomic Energy, OIEA.

It is so that Colombia, through the Institute of Nuclear Sciences and Alternative
Energy, INEA, competent authority in nuclear matter notified the OIEA about
the proyected transfer outside the country of the nuclear material subjected to
safeguards and that this material was in the Research Reactor IAN R-l.
Considering that the shipping exceeded an effective kilogram, the notification was
made to the OIEA once concluded the contractual arrangements that governed
the transfer.

The OIEA carried out the pertinent inspections by means of one of their
inspectors, with the purpose of verifying the amount and composition of the
nuclear materials before they were transferred to the United States of America.

The Reactor's fuel is a material subjected to safeguards by OIEA and the
inspections are carry out generally every year; the last visit of regular character
was practiced on December 1 of 1995. Another aspect to highlight is that the
application of safeguards to nuclear material transferred from the United States
to Colombia is contemplated in the "Agreement of Cooperation relative to the
Civil Uses of the Nuclear Energy," signed between the two States.

The Nuclear Research Reactor IAN R-l, was operated from 1965 up to 1994 and
it's applications were used, between other fields, on teaching, investigation,
medicine, hidrology, industry, agriculture. To bringing up to date and
modernization, it was appropriate to change its nuclear fuel; that's why the
necessary transfer of fuel to the United States, country that had given it, fulfilling
agreements and international norms on the secure transport of nuclear materials;
and later on proceed to bring the new fuel so that the IAN Reactor Rl enter again
in operation and continue giving services to the country.

On the transport of fision or reactive materials, as well as other hazard
substances, added to the risk of conventional transport, should be considered the
dangerous nature of the materials transported, in this publication will be
presented the radiologic protection proceding and nuclear security, that we made
in INEA and that were taked in account during the transport operation, to avoid
possible risks that could happen to people, properties and enviroment which were
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fulfilled during the transfer to the decai pool, to the containers and to the
transport vehicle and then to the final place of destiny taking in account the
maneuvers of loading transport, manipulation and put in the container.

At this publication will come the description of the packing of transport, the
physical description of the packing, the technical specifications of design of the
packing, the description of the material that was transported, the regulations
dispositions for the transport, the marks, labels, tallies and documents, the
customs officers formalities, the surveillance that was used during the transport
for highway and in the obligatory stops and the radiological carried out by
personnel of the INEA. From same way, they will stand out the operations of
Safeguards that were carried out during the whole operation, until culminate with
the exit of the material of the Colombian territory.
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